
SHARED COLLECTION DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE 

8 June 2015 

10 A.M. – 10:30 a.m. 

Phone in meeting 

 

Rhonda Glazier (UCCS); Jeff Grossman (CMU); Gregory Heald (UNC); Yumin Jiang (HSC); Jen Leffler 

(UNC); Terry Leopold (Alliance); Allison Level (CSU); George Machovec (Alliance); Ellen Metter (Aur); 

Tom Riedel (Regis); Diane Westerfield (CC); Gabby Wiersma (CUB) 

DDA Program 

The subgroup for the DDA Program (Allison Level; Joan Lamborn; Michael Levine-Clark; George 

Machovec) met recently to assess the progress of the program.  George explained the change in Wiley 

titles:  current Wiley titles are no longer available for short term loan.  Instead, the patron is asked to fill 

out a request form online and the title, if approved, is purchased.  Wiley is still evaluating the 

effectiveness of this change.  The subgroup discussed the possibility of not loading Wiley titles until the 

embargo period is over, but decided that these titles are too valuable to suppress.  George reported that 

the change has not seriously affected the spend level.  This may be for two reasons:  1)  because we are 

at the end of the semester and library use is lower than it is during the peak of a semester and 2) the 

need to request access means that some users will find other sources rather than wait for a request to 

be fulfilled.  The subgroup will continue to monitor the spend level and the effect the Wiley change has 

had on it.  In the meantime, the subgroup recommended that the DDA program continue for another 

year, with a 15% increase in budget. 

ACTIONS:  we will continue to talk to Wiley about this change and its affect.  George will send out an 

email to the libraries which participate in the DDA program, asking if they wish to continue and giving 

them the exact amount of their contribution for this coming year.  The subcommittee will meet 

frequently (either in person or by phone) to evaluate the program. 

Oxford Scholarship Online 

Sommer Browning at Auraria Library has volunteered to maintain a title list of the OSO titles that our 

participants have access to, and to have this list maintained on Serials Solutions.  The group agreed that 

this would be helpful. 

Elsevier negotiations 

The Elsevier negotiating team (George Machovec, Pat Burns, Maggie Farrell; Jerry Perry; Michael Levine-

Clark; Yem Fong; Helen Reed – not present but a member of the committee) met with Tom Smith, Randy 

Spencer, and Jeff Voci of Elsevier on 13 April.  Two main issues were under discussion:  annual rate of 

rise and recognition by Elsevier of other Elsevier products both libraries and campuses in general have 

purchased.  The group believes that the level of purchased products should influence our overall cost for 

ScienceDirect.  Other concerns which should be addressed in the contract include patron privacy, ADA 

concerns, and data mining.  Yem Fong of CU Boulder had previously brought up a concern that the 



current cost distribution could perhaps be changed.  Allison Level of CSU also agreed that this would be 

advisable.  Any cost distribution will probably be a matter for Member Council to discuss. 

 

ACTION:  We expect a proposal from Elsevier. 

Shared print trust 

The MOU has been finalized and is being signed at various campuses.  We also have policy documents 

on monographs, disclosure, and on last copy.  A subcommittee (Allison Level; Lisa Lister; Michael Levine-

Clark; Paul Moeller) is working on a policy document for serials.  That group has looked at a number of 

documents from other groups, including WEST and GWLA.  The comparison tool is in beta and is being 

further developed.   

ACTION:  George will send out a link to the GWLA document. 

Access listserv 

Librarians at UCCS have suggested that the Alliance initiate a listserv for access issues. The group agreed. 

ACTION:  The Alliance will make it so and ask the Collection Development committee members to have 

appropriate people from their library sign on. 

Products under consideration. 

Terry discussed the various products under consideration.  A spreadsheet with the list went out to the 

group.  Information on these products is available in Gold Rush.  Some upcoming deadlines include  

McGraw Hill e-books:  offer good through June 30 2015.  Oxford Scholarly Editions Online:  offer good 

through June 30 2015. 

Meeting adjourned at 10:30 a.m. 

 

Minutes by 

Terry Leopold 

 

 

 


